WE HAVE BETTER ALTERNATIVES

TO THROWAWAY CUPS

Thanks to recent publicity we are all now aware of the overwhelming
coffee cup problem – 99% of disposable coffee cups are unrecyclable
and millions end up in landfill every year. So let us show you some
great options that will also do wonders for your brand!

REUSABLE COFFEE CUPS
BAMBOO FIBRE
COFFEE CUP
Made from naturally grown
organic bamboo fibre (so it’s
biodegradable) and supplied
with a silicon lid and grip.
Reusable and highly durable.
Dishwasher safe. 270ml size.
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Reusable cups are now accepted at nearly all coffee houses and the
benefits are two-fold; it greatly helps the environment and provides
a brilliant opportunity for promoting your brand.

MORE

Very eco-friendly

MORE REUSABLE COFFEE CUPS
We have an extensive range of reusable cups and travel mugs in an assortment
of colours, sizes and styles. Most cups have a large print area for your branding
requirements. They’re dishwasher safe and BPA free too.

Primo Cup (250 ml)
with silicone grip

Medio Cup (300 ml)
with silicone grip

Apollo Travel Mug
(350ml)

Challenger Tumbler
(350ml)

Americano Grande
Thermal Mug (350ml)

STAINLESS STEEL TRAVEL MUGS
The Dali and Durer travel mugs feature coloured stainless steel and are double
walled with a plastic interior and push on lid. The thermal mug has an insulated
interior to keep your drink warm or cool and comes with a secure screw lid.

Dali Travel Mug
Red S/S (450ml)

Durer Travel Mug
Blue S/S (400ml)

Stainless Steel
Thermal Mug (400ml)

We’ve
a large
range of
reusable
water
bottles
too!

To discuss using reusable cups and travel mugs in your
next promotional campaign, request prices, or to talk
about our other sustainable products, contact us now!
Wing Lee is a leading
supplier of promotional
merchandise for some of
the world's largest brands.

+44 (0)1438 750333
info@winglee.co.uk
www.winglee.co.uk

All products displaying names or trademarks within this mailing are not necessarily indicative of supply or endorsement by
the owner of the trademark, but are merely representative of what can be achieved with branded promotional merchandise.

